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    lbclaM work  and  other  societal  practices aTe  experiencing  accelerating

paradigm  shijis.from  mass-production-based  systems towant new  systems based
on  networking  between organizations,  collaboration,  andpartnerships.  Mis

shtfr  neguires  new  paradigms  in thefields ofeducation, learning, and  cievelqp-

ment.  As human  activity  quickly changes  to networking  andpartnering  among

diveFise cultural  organizations,  we  need  to ask  ourselves  whether  schools  and

other  actors  are  equipped  to prepare people for sueh  practiees, PVle also  need

to think about  what  kind ofiearning can  generate critical  and  creative  agenqy

among  learnens. Sitch agenay  will  heip peopie shape  their own  lives andfatura
Jh this papeny I cfiscuss  the potential ofiiired  by cultural-historical  activity  the-

oTIy for analyzing  and  redesigning  neve  expanded  peclagogic practices in

schools.  Putting the thiid generation ofactivity theory to pedugogic  practice,
Ipropose  that newforms  qfexpansive learning that are  transermingpeclagog-

ic activity  structures  in schools  can  occur  in aabanced  networks  of learning
that transcend  institutional bounclaries ofsehools, turning  them into societai

agents ofchange. 7b concretize  the notion  ofexpansive iearning as  one  new

form ofpedugogy in which  bounclap:y-crossing networks  of learning and  the

changing  agent role  ofschools emerge,  I will  illustrate and  analyze  a  childhen  3

cij7er-school  activity  project called  New  School: a  multi-activity  collaboration

in which  a  universic"  an  elementaiy  schooL  .families, and  expert  grot4)s and

community  organizations  outside  the school  cooperate  to create  advanced

learning networks,  Based on  the Nbw  Schooi projec4 a  new  landscape of ex-
pansive learning in the fieid ofpeclagogic practices that attenu)ts  to create  a

bybrid activity  system will be discusseal along  with  its sustainability.  I will ar-

gue that through  such  a  collaborative  endeavony  participants can  be motivated

to engage  in shoping  and  sustaining  collaborative  learning and  their own  de-

 velopment.

1 lntroduction

      With human  activity  quickly changing  to networking  and  partnering among  diverse cultur-

al organizations,  a  new  generation of  learriing theory in educational  settings needs  to fbcus on  net-
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 wotked  learning that goes beyond such  
`encapsulated'

 learning as  traditional learning in schools

 that exists  within  institutional boundaries, creating  a  new  object-oriented  interagency of  social  net-

 works.  The central  question in this paper is, first, how  can  networked  learning between schools  and

 the outside  world  advance  beyond `encapsulated'
 learning? Secondly, what  kind of  leaming can

 generate critical  and  creative  agency  among  learners? Such  agency  will  help people shape  their

 own  lives and  future.

      Cultural-historical activity  theoi)? is a theoretical framework intended to analyze  and  rede-

 sign  human activity  based on  inquiries into new  concepts  and  models  fbr human  activity,  It is a
methodology  for intervention to facilitate and  support  innovative collaborative  learning by practi-
tioners (see Daniels, 2001; EngestrOm, 1987, 2005; Engestr6m, Lompscher  &  RUckriem, 2005;
Yamazumi,  2006a; Yamazumi, Engestr6m &  Daniels, 2005). Together with  recent  work  on  situ-

ated  learning (Lave &  Wenger, 1991), cultural  psychology (Cole, 1996), communities  of  practice
(Wenger, McDermott &  Snyder, 2002), learning communities  (Sato, 2005), and  knowledge-build-
ing communities  (Oshima, 2005), it is a new  paradigm  that analyzes  and  redesigns  how  human
learning occurs  in the interactions between individuals and  collaborations within  communities,  In

particular, activity theory fbcuses on  the learning and  development that emerge  in the institution-
alized  contexts  of  practical activities  culturally  and  historically mediated  within  a  society, These
new  paradigms in the fields of  learning and  development have become  increasingly influential in
educational  studies  in Japan over  the past two  decades.

      In this paper, I will  discuss the creation  of  new  fbrms of  pedagogic practices in schools
based on  expansive  learning (Engestr6m, 1987, 2005; Yamazumi,  2005) as  collaborative  selforga-

nization  
`from

 below' that breaks away  from 
`encapsulated'

 school  learning to embrace  advanced

networks  of  learning. I will  also  address  the 
`change

 agent'  role  of  the school  (cf Engestr6m,
1996b) and  the transfbrrnation of  traditional pedagogic practices in schools.

      In the fbllowing sections,  I will  start  by discussing a perspective of  activity  theory in edu-
cational  research,  concentrating  on  the new  generation that analyzes  and  redesigns  new  fbrms of
human activityl  learning, and  development. This will  lead to proposals ofadvanced  fbrms ofnet-
worked  learning in and  fbr relationships of  interaction between multiple  activity  systems.  Second,
I will  discuss an  emergent,  pedagogic theory  of  expansive  learning that transforms  traditional ped-
agogic  practices in schools  by examining  two  fundamentaliy and  logically contrasting  models  of

pedagogy: 
`competence'

 and  
`perfbrmance'

 (Bernstein, 1996; Daniels, 2001, 2004), This argu-

ment's  most  crucial  part is that expansive  learning in schoors  must  be recognized  as  a new  form
ofpedagogy  that transforrns the modality  ofpedagogic  practices from discrete compartmentalized

school  subjects  and  the transmission  and  acquisition  of predefined, specialized  knowledge and

skills into complex,  real life situations  that cross  the boundaries of  practice, Third, to concretize
the notion  of  expansive  learning as  new  forrns of  pedagogy  in which  boundary-crossing networks

of  learning and  the 
`change

 agent'  roie  of  the school  emetge,  I will  describe and  analyze  a  chil-

dren's after-school  activity  project called  the AJew Sbhool at  the Centerfor Hitman  Activity 77teor:x
1(dnsai Clhiversityi in Osaka, Japan. ?Vew Schoog is an  inter-institutionai, collaborative  preject in
which  a  university,  an  elementary  school,  families, and  expert  groups and  community  organizations

outside  the school  cooperate  to create  advanced  leaming networks,  FinallM based on  the IVew
School project, a new  landscape of  expansive  leaming in the field of  pedagogic practice that at-
tempts to create  a  hybrid activity  system  will  be discussed, as  well  as  its sustainability,  I will  ar-

gue that through such  a  collaborative  endeavor,  participants were  motivated  to engage  in shaping
and  sustaining  collaborative  leaning and  their own  
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2 Activity Theory  as  a  New  Paradigm  for Educationa[ Research

Activity Theory  as  a  Theoretical Ibol for Making  Changes in Pedagogic Practice

      Activity theory  is one  of  the newest  paradigms that analyzes  and  redesigns  culturally  me-

diated and  object-oriented  collaborative  activities  of  social  practices and  their networks.  The  cen-

tral thesis of  activity  theory, initiated by VYgotsky  (1978) and  the Russian cultural-hjstorical  school

(Leont'ev, 1978; Luria, 1979), is that "the

 structure  and  development of  human psychological pro-
cesses  emerge  through  culturally  mediated,  historically developing, practical activity"  (Cole, 1996:
108), Cole (1996) points out  that this cultural-historical  analysis  of  culture  in mind  must  include

the social-institutional  context  of  activity.

      EngestrOm (1987), a  leading activity  theorist, creates  a  model  activity  system as  an  entire

unit  of  analysis,  while  including the individual's object-oriented  mediated  action  with  cultural  ar-

tdects, which  also  includes social-institutional  infrastructures and  contexts  as interrelationships be-

tween components  of  a collective activity such  as  mtles,  community,  and  division of iabor. This
principle, 

"the
 entire  activity  system  is the unit  of  analysis",  is intended to investigate the system

as an  
"objectively

 given context';  of  which  individual actions,  practices, and  experiences  are  a part
so  that a larger unanalyzed,  dichotomized independent variable  (the institutional logic of  the activ-

ity of  fbrmal schooling,  fbr example)  neither  remains  to be treated as  an  irmmutable given nor  bare-

Iy described at all (Engestr6m, 1993: 66),

      As are  other  such  systemic  approaches,  activity  theory  is also  strongly  characterized  as  a

historical and  developmental theory. It must  be involved in making  changes  in human  practices,
not  just observing  and  analyzing,  In this sense,  activity  theory should  be engaged  in the contexts

ofthe  local and  global history of  given social  practices. Activity theory, in short,  is concerned  with

the cultural-historical  development of  activity  systems  and  their social  networks,

      Activity theory, which  is emerging  as  a new  field in research  targeting human action,  prac-
tice, leaming, and  development, can  thus be considered  a  new  theory  related  to pedagogic practice.
The theory  dynamically analyzes  the historical changes  and  development of  activity  systems

through the mediation  of  culture  and  takes an  innovative approach  to the creation of  new  cultures

for human  activity. It also  provides a  methodology  for specific  intervention and  support  of  the

changes  and  development of  current  given practices -  that is, a  methodology  for endeavors  in ped-
agogic  practice, In other  words,  activity  theory  can  be considered  a theoretical tool for making

changes  and  providing real  support  fbr hLunan development through  fbrmative experiments  and  so-

cial  designs fbr new  activity  systems.

[Ibward a Third Generation of  Activity Theory

      Activity theory  provides a powerfu1 framework fbr analyzing  and  understanding  the social,

cultural,  and  historical fbrmation of  human  actions  and  practices. Above all, it deals with  actions

oriented  toward objects  and  mediated  by cultural  artifacts  such  as tools and  signs,  symbols,  ideas,

concepts,  and  technology. An  activity  in activity  theory  is a form of  human  life that is }inked to

and  associated  with  various  actions  oriented  toward an  object  (purpose and  motive)  in an  environ-

ment  and  structured  socially,  culturally,  and  historically, In other words,  an  activity is an  integral

unit  of  humans'  social  lives, and  is regarded  as a  unit  of  the everyday  social  actions  of  humans

motivated  by an  object,  This can  be referred  to as  object-oriented  activity  (Leont'evl 1978).

      Engestr6m (1995, 1996a) discusses the historical development of  activity  theory  based 
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the idea of  three generations.
      The first generation is represented  by VYgotsky (1978), who  showed  that the development
ofthis  behavior is above  all mediated  by the creation  and  use  of  cultural  artifacts.  This leads to a
way  of  thinking where  human behavior is understood  as  culturally  mediated,  historically develop-

ing, practical activity.

      The second  generation started  with  Leont'ev (1978). The  novelty  of  his `activity'
 concept

was  that it associated  activity  with  a  new  component  of  division of  labor and  cooperation  of  hu-
mans,  and  showed  that activities  motivated  by purposes and  objects  are  established  not  in the in-

dividual dimension but in a  collective  dimension, Engestr6m goes on  to develop a systemic

model  of  the understanding  of  human  activity  opened  up  by these two  earlier generations, i.e., the
understanding  of  collective  activity  oriented  toward  objects mediated  by cultural  artifacts, This is
the collective  activity  system  model  shown  in Figure 1. This is a  model  ofa  system  ofobject-ori-

ented  collective  activity  mecfiated  by artij2icts, communiOl  rules,  and  division qf' labor,

Mediating Artifacts:
 Tools and  Signs

Rules

Outcome

sion  of  labor

Figure 1: Model of a collective activity  sy$tem  (EngestrOm, 1987:  78)

      This model  of  a collective activity  system  clearly  shows  that human  cognition,  learning,
emotion,  and  volition  are  socio-historical  processes that occur  in the context  of  a  culturally  medi-

ated  activity  system,  and  that the human  mind  and  consciousness  are  situated,  distributed, and

shared  in an  activity system.  That is, human learning occurs  through collective activity,  and  learn-
ing involves not  only  learning within  the activity  system,  but also  learning about  the activity  sys-

tem.

      A  current  third generation of  activity  theory aims  to exploit  and  challenge  new  potentiali-
ties of  activity  theory  by expanding  on  the two  previous generations mentioned  above.  It therefbre

goes beyond  the limits of  a single  activity  system  and  takes as its unit  of  analysis  multiple  difTer-
ent  activity  systems  that mutually  interact, promoting empirical  intervention research  to design net-
works,  dialogues, and  collaboration  between these systems.  Engestr6m (1996a, 2001) models  this

new  third generation perspective as interacting activity  systems  veith a  partially shared  object  as

shown  in Figure 2.

      [Pwo activity  systems  expand  from object  1 to object  2 by means  of  a  
`dialogue'.

 This 
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Figure 2: Avo interacting activity  systems  with a partially shared  object  as  minimal  model  for third generation of activity

      theory {Engestrbm, 2001: 136)

pansion approaches  both objects  and  outcome  in a partial overlap,  In this cross-border  object  
`ex-

change',  a new  object  3 appears.  This `third
 object'  gives rise  to a 

`seed

 of  transfbrmation'. In

other  words,  the newly-appeared  
`third

 object'  gives rise  to a driving force for the transformation

of  the original  activity  system  by means  of  feedback to the respective  activity  systems.

3 ExpansiveLearning  and  NewEmerging  Formsof  Pedagogy

What  does the Transformation  of  Pedagogy  Mean?

      In Japan, as well  as  in other  advanced  capitalist  countries  with  neoliberalist  educational

policies, bureaucratic and  managerial  processes that change  pedagogic practices in schools  
`from

al)ove' have dominated the last decade. The  work  of  teachers  has been defined by  subject  by sub-

ject curriculum  packages and  guidelines, stage-by-stage  teaching  models,  and  such  technical con-

trols of  learning outcomes  as standardized  tests, The object  and  motive  of  school  activities  has been

reduced  and  reverted  to traditional teaching  and  learning methods.  As  Hargreaves (1994) states,

teachers have been subjected  to and  subjugated  by unskilled  labor processes, and  current  school

refbrm  policies threaten the very  desire to teach itself

      In their work  on  the professional development of  teachers, Lieberman and  Miller clarify

that "as
 a  profession, we  rnust  refashion  the old  realities  of  teaching into new  ones  if we  are  to

meet  demands of the new  century"  (Lieberman &  Miller, 2004: 1O-11), They  fbrmulate the fbllow-

ing three transfbrmative shifts: 
"1-'om

 individualism to prqfZ7ssional community",  
`Cbrom

 teaching

at  the center  to learning at  the center",  and  
`CFrom

 technical and  managed  wonkr  to inquiry and

leadership". In such  a  transfbrmation, they  explain  the second  as  fbllows:

When  teachers shift  their attention from the act  of  teaching  to the process of  learning, they corroborate

for each  other  that 
"one

 size  fits few" (Ohanian, 1999). By  looking collaboratiyely  at student  work  and

designing curriculum,  assessments,  and  instructional strategies together, they  gain the collective knowl-

edge,  confidence,  and  power  to co-construct  alternatives  to standardized  approaches  and  measures.  
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eberman  &  Miller, 2004, 11)

      Pedugogy  or  peclagogic practice is a term with  many  shades  of  meaning.  Bernstein's so-
ciological  definition may  suggest  the best way  to solve  the interpretational problem. His definition
strengthens  the claim  that pedagogy  is powerfu11y concerned  with  social,  cultural,  historical, and

institutional factors that fundamentally drive edu ¢ ational  processes. 
".,.[The]

 notion  ofpedagogic

practice which  I shall  be using  will  regard  pedagogic practice as  a  fundamental social  context

through  which  culturai  reproduction-production  takes place" Bernstein, 1996: 17).

      Expanding  these ideas, Daniels tries to clarify  the centrar conception  of  pedagogy} which
should  be 

"construed

 as referring  to forms of  social  practice which  shape  and  form the cognitive,
affective and  moral  development of  individuals" (Daniels, 2001: 1). Pedagogic practices are  un-

derstood here as  those that influence the fbrmation ofidentity  as  well  as leaming outcomes  as  de-
fined in test scores,  for exampie,

      In connection  with  pedagogy's central  conception,  let us  now  consider  the meaning  oftrans-

fbrming fundamental social  contexts  andlor  fbrrns of  social  practice in schooling.  Bernstein astute-
ly points out  that it is possible to distinguish two fundamentally and  logically contrasting  models

of  pedagogy: a 
`competence

 model'  and  a  
`performance

 model':

Competence  models

Pedagogic discourse issues in the form of  projects, themes,  ranges  of experience,  a  group base, in which

the acquirers  apparently  have a  great measure  ofcontrol  over  selection, sequence  and  pace, Recognition
and

 realization rulcs for legitimate texts are  implicit. The  emphasis  is upon  the realization  of  compe-

tences
 that acquirers  already  possesses, or are thought to possess. Differences between  acquirers  displac-

es  their stratification:  classification  is weak.

Pemb"mance  modets

Pedagogic discourse here issues in the fbrm ofthe  specialization  ofsubjects,  skills,  and  procedures which

are  clearly  marked  with  respect  to form  and  function. Recognition and  realization  rules fbr legitimate
texts

 are explicit. Acquirers have retatively  less control  over  selection,  sequence  and  pace. Acquirers'
texts (performances) are  graded, and  stratification displaces differences between acquirers. Classifiea-
tions are  strong.  (Bernstein, 1996: 58-59)

Using two  contrasting models  of  pedagogy, Daniels analyzes  different modalities  of  school-

mg:

...[Where] the theory  of  instruction gives rise  to strong  classification  and  strong  framing of  the peda-

gogic practice it is expected  that there will  be a  sepaTation  of  discourses (school subjects),  an  emphasis

upon  acquisition  of  specialized  skills,  the teacher will  be dominant in the fbrmulation of  intended learn-

ing and  the pupils are constrained  by the teacher's  practice. ...Where the theery of  instruction gives rise
to weak  classification and  weak  framing ofthe  practice then children  will  be encouraged  to be active  in

the classroom,  to undertake  enquiries  and  perhaps to work  in groups at  their own  pace. (Daniels, 2004:

128-129)

      Obvjously, the latter modality  of  pedagogic practice, that js, the competence  model,  means

an  integrated, inclusive, and  collaborative  approach  to schooling.  A  transformation to these 
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of  practice
the center",could

 take place by and  through  changing  
`:from

 teaching  at  the center  to learning at

 as  Lieberrnan and  Miller (2004) fbrrnulate above,

Expansive  Learning  [[beanseending the Institutional Boundaries of  Schools

      Since the 1990s, as the historically transitional age  continues  to move  toward  globalization

in every  field of  human  activity  -  even  if the activity  is physically limited to local areas  
-
 expan-

sive  learning theory  has clearly  become  increasingly valuable  fbr creating  new  systems  of  human

societal  practical activities. Expansive learning theory, which  has been  debated since  Engestr6m's

(1987) conceptualization,  is strongly  rooted  in VYgotsky's (1978) zone  ofproximal development

(ZPD) and  Bateson's (1972) three levels oflearning as  well  as activity theory,

      Expansive learning based on  an  activity-theoretical  framework is one  of  the most  infiuen-

tial concepts  regarding  human collaborative  learning activity.  Its creativity  goes beyond traditional

learning theory rooted  in individualistic behaviorism. It is learning that creates  culturally  new  pat-

terns of  activity  that don;t exist  yet; it is leaming for practitioners to master  and  then break through

the inner contradictions  in and  between their activity  systems;  therefbre, it is learning used  to mas-

ter their own  lives and  future. It is also  realized  in learners' engagement  of  something  new  in a

social  life-world, EngestrOm characterizes  the object  and  motive  of  such  expanded  learning activ-

ities as  follows:

The  object  of  learning aetivity is the societal  productive practice, or  the social  life-world, in its fu11 di-

versity and  complexity.  The productive practice...exists in its present dominant  fbrm as well  as in its

historically more  advanced  and  earlier,  already  surpassed  forms. Learning activity  makes  the interaction

ofthese  fbrms, i.e., the historical development of activity systems,  its object,  (Engestr6m, 1987: 125)

      Traditional teaching  and  learning is still keeping "a
 series  of  more  or  less disconnected

though systematically  repeated  learning actions"  (Engestr6m, 1987: I04), At the same  time, the

culture  ofteachers'  work  in the traditional school  retains  the strengths  of  static elements  that stress

the transmission of  predefined content.  In the light of  much  criticism  of  the traditional culture  of

school,  it is clear  that the contributions  of  such  an expansive  learning model  are  extremely  impor-

tant fbr the transfbrmation  of  existing  pedagogic practices.

The  essence  of  learning activity is production of  objectivity, societally new  activity  structures (including

new  objects, instruments, etc.), out  of  actions  manifesting  the inner contradictions  o'f the preceding from

the activity  in question. Learning activity is mastery  qfevpazayion.f}om actions  to a  new  activity.  . . .[Learn-

ing] activity  is an  activity-producing  activity.  (EngestrOm, 1987: 124-125)

This object  appears  to the subject  first in the form of  discrete tasks, problems  and  actions.  ...Learning

activity  (a) analyzes  and  conneets  these diserete elements  with  their systemic  activity contexts, (b) trans-

forms them  into contradictions  demanding  creative  solution, and  (c) expancts'  and  generatizes them  jnto

a qualitatively new  activity  structure within  societal  productive practice. (Engestr6m, 1987: 125)

      Thus, expansive  learning fbcuses on  the new,  expanded  object  of leaming where  the prob-

lem or  the task itself must  be created  from problematic situations such  as the puzzling, troubling,

and  uncertain, moving  beyond information given 
`from

 above'  and  expanding  the discrete, 
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nally  contradictory  learning actions.

      Expansive learning occurs  in schools  when  learning fbr teachers  and  children  goes beyond
a  given context  ofpedagogic  structure.  In his critical argument  ofthe  encapsulation  of  traditional
school  learning, Engestr6m (1996b) advocates  a  

`collective

 of  learners' and  
`advanced

 networks  of

learning', From  this point of  view,  the object  of  expansive  learning in schools  is the "expanded

structure  of  Iearning activity  itself' (Engestr6m, 1996b: l67). Thus, expansive  learning can  take
place in 

"the

 creation  of  networks  of  learning that transcend the institutional boundaries of  the
school  and  turn the school  into a  collective  instrument" (Engestr6m, 1996b: 168-169).

4 New  School Project as  an  After-school Activity for Children: Creating a  New
brid Activity System2

Hy-

      In this section  I wM  turn to illustrating and  analyzing  a  children's  after-school  activity proj-
ect called  IVlew School (NS) at  the  Centerfor Htzman  Activity 711ieot:B Kdnsai UhiveKsity in Osaka,
Japan (Yamazumi, 2006b). NS  is an  inter-institutional, collaborative project among  the fbllowing
partners: a  universityl  a local elementary  school,  families, and  expert  groups and  community  orga-

nizations  outside  the school. These multiple  parties cooperate  to create  productive learning activi-

ties and  advanced  networks  of  learning, The NS  preject aims  to develop the concept  of  expansive

learning fbr children  whereby  actual  real life activities  are  synergistically networked  together by
modeling  productive collaboration  among  these parties, based on  the practice of  after-school edu-
cational  activities, Based on  the NS  project, this section  fbcuses on  new  fbrms of  Iearning that at-
tempt to transform  the pedagogic activity  of the traditional school.  These new  forms of  learning
are  conceptualized  with  the help of  the framework  of  third-generation  activity  theory and  the no-
tion of  expansive  learning as  mentioned  above.

Creating a  Hybrid Actiyity System

      In the NS  project, based on  the pilot development of  after-school  educational  activities  be-
tween  a  university,  a  local elementary  school,  and  families in 2005, new  activities  where  elemen-

tary school  children  engaged  in a fun, creative learning process on  the theme of  food (cooking,
eating,  and  agriculture, fbr example)  were  carried  out  at the Center fbr Human  Activity Theoryl
Kansai University every  Wednesday  after  school  in 2006. By  exposing  children  to the community
activities  and  productive practices ofproducers  and  distributors such  as  farmers and  fishermen, nu-
tritional science  experts,  and  fbod-related social  organizations  tike Slow  Fbod  Kbbe, NS  activities

aims  to bridge the gap between the activities  of  the elementary  school  and  productive practice of
everyday  life outside  the school.

      These parties are  involved in designing learning activities  which  are  grade-mixed, group-
and  preject-based, The themes of  the NS  activities  are  inspired by practices of  everyday  life. The
main  themes include cooking  and  eating,  well-being,  ecological  thinking, and  responsibility  for the
environment  and  a sustainable  future, NS  activities  aim  at developing agentive,  critical, and  cre-

ative  leaming abjlities  in the children  and  university  students  involved.

      By  means  of  inter-institutional collaboration  and  networking  between diffbrent activity  sys-

tems, the NS  preject attempts  to transform  the pedagogic activity  oftraditional  school  learning and

to put project-based learning into practice with  four key groups of  actors:  the elementary  
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children,  the university students  who  will  become teachers, the research  coordinator  fbr the NS

practice, and  researchers.  By  invoking a  conceptual  framework  of  third-generation activity  theory

as discussed in the previous sections  -  i,e., a model  with  at least two  interacting activity  systems

as shown  in Figure 2 -  I will  try to employ  a  representation  ofNS  as a new  bybrid activity  system

as shown  in Figure 3,

University

Object  1

l

Work  and  Organization
                                           School
   outside  School

              Figure 3: New  School as  a new  hybrid activity system

In NS, the fbllowing different actors  participate voluntarily:

eElementary  school  students:  Learning collaboratively  by means  of  play and  cultural  ex-

 changes

eUniversity  students:  Learning and  practicing teaching work  and  education!care  programs
 of  children

eUniversity  researchers  and  research  coordinator:  Researching and  developing the

 learning and  educationlcare  practice of  children

eSchool  teachers: Transfbrming their traditional pedagogic practices into new  fbrms of

 leaming and  work

eExpert  groups and  community  organizations:  Raising awareness  of  cornmunity  activi-

 ties and  productive practice, engaging  in dialogue and  interaction with  consumers,  and

 contributing  to children's  educational  activities

eFamilies:  Education and  care  of  children  inside and  outside  the school

      However,  these multiple  different actors  do not  participate as separate individuals, For ex-

ample,  lin the concept  of  fun, creative  learning activities  in NS, the fbod-related social  organization

Slow Food  Kobe  and  nutritional  science  experts  contribute  to and  connect  with  children's  learning

activities  as part of  community  activities, Also, the agricultural  producers involved have gained
experience  in farming and  organic  cultivation  and  are  aiming  to advance  into new  farming prac-
tices from concepts  such  as  welfare  farming, cultural  exchanges  between  cities  and  farms, brand-

ing of  farm products, and  promoting the consumption  of  local produce. In other  words,  these 
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forms of  farm produce are  aimed  at rediscovering  and  expanding  use  values  in farm produce on
the basis of  panicipation by consumers  through dialogue and  interaction with  consumers,  and  in
this respect  they  lead to and  contribute  toward  children's  learning activities.

      Thus, in NS, new  mixed  activities  are  created  through  broad-ranging overlapping  and  inter-
connection  between the after-school  play activities  of  elementary  school  students,  the tearning ac-
tivities of  university  students,  and  the work  of  researchers  and  practitioners. As  Gutierrez,
Baquedano-L6pez, and  Tejeda (1999) point out,  hybridity and  diversity here should  be understood
to include not  only  racial,  ethnic,  socioeconomic,  and  linguistic hybridity and  diversitM but also
hybridity and  diversity in the mediating  anifacts  (tools and  signs),  roles,  and  the activity  systems

themselves.  
"Hybridity

 and  diversitM then, are  not  problematic but rather  are  viewed  as important
cultural resources  in children's  developmene' (Gutierrez, Baquedano-L6pez  &  Tejeda, I999:
287).

      In this sense,  NS  creates  a  hybrid activity  system  in which  multiple  and  different activity

systems  interact and  engage  together, expanding  their own  objects  and  partially sharing  a  new  ob-

ject. Such  a  hybrid mixed  activity  system  highlights the important and  significant  role  that schools

play as societal  change  agents.  This is the idea that the school  is involved in some  collaborative

change  effbrts,  fbr example  community  revitalization,  cultural  production, economic  innovation,
citizenship  activation,  etc.

Project-based Learning  Activities in a  Networked Organization for School Innovation
       The  development of  the NS  after-school  educational  activities  enables  the creation  of  new

fbrms ofpedagogic  practice by means  of  bounclap:y zone  activity  (see Tuomi-Gr6hn, 2005) where
the activities  of  the university}  the elementary  school,  and  productive practices of  everyday  life
outside  the school  can  interact and  form networks,  In other  words,  it allows  the discovery of  new

forms of  school  activity  in the sense  of  a  networked  organization  that facilitates the cyclical  pro-
duction of  new  knowledge and  new  practices.

      NS aims  to design children's  and  university  students'  grade-mixea group- andpF(v'eet-
based learning activities  on  the curr:iculum  integration and  cross-curricular  themes such  as  new

kinds of  awareness  and  activity  that relate to the creation  of  cooking  and  eating,  well-being,  eco-

logical thinking, and  responsjbility  fbr the environment  and  a  sustainable  future while  developing
agentive, critical, and  creative  learning abilities.

      The  design ofchildren's  Ieaming activities  by preject-based learning has fundamentally dif
ferent characteristics  to those of  learning based on  systematic  teaching, Katz and  Chard (2000)
have proposed a form of  projecthased leaming activity  which  they  cali the `preject

 approach'.

They  define the project approach  as  
"the

 extended  in-depth study  of  a  topic" (Katz &  Chard, 2000:
l75), and  state  that school  curriculum  and  teaching methods  can  be broadly classified  into two
types: 

`systematic

 teaching' and  
`project

 work'.

      However,  
`systematic

 teaching' and  
`project

 work'  do not  feature in the overall  composi-

tion or  coordination  of  school  curriculum.  In other  words,  
`project

 work'  cannot  be thought  of  as

covering  the entire  curriculum.  Instead, it is closely  interrelated with  the systematic  subject  learn-
ing of  language (including fbreign languages), math,  science,  and  art where  Iiteracy can  be put into
practice (acquiring written  culture  and  a symbolic  representation  system).  Project-based leaming
is a lateral approach  to the curriculum  that supports  and  complements  subject  learning.

      Project-based learning could  thus be described as  a  new  fbrm of  school  learning 
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where  groups take  part in long-term in-depth investigation projects on  topics that are  networked

with  the creation  of  the real  life-world and  community  activities. This is aimed  at the compilation

of  school  curriculun  that develop children's  creative  potential, and  is a  new  design fbr a learning

activity system  that aims  to encourage  the creative  use  of  knowledge and  skills. At the same  time,

project-based learning is intended to allow  children  to learn in a context  with  real  sense  making,

Project-based learning should  create local communities  in the classroom  where  learning topics are

shared  and  investigated. However,  it is important to note  that this in no  way  diminishes the stan-

dard of  the school  curriculum,  In other  words,  project-based learning will  thereby  make  high-lev-

el complex  science  and  art content  the standard  of  school  curriculum.

      NS  is aimed  at the development and  practical application  of  a  new  fbrm  of  learning activ-

ity system,  In doing so, it raises  the important research  question of  how  to create  project-based
learning and  learning activity  within  the school  curriculum.  NS  is a  hybrid networked  oF:ganization

(Engestr6m, 2006) that creates  boundary zone  activities  as shown  in Figure 3, and  the basic con-

cept  of  development  in NS  is from closed  autononry  to nebvorked  hybridity. This being the case,

the project-based learning and  learning activity  in NS  may  be thought ofas  activities  in which  new

knowledge and  new  practices are produced while  being circulated,  mixed,  and  integrated together

in a  networked  organization,

      The  introduction of  information and  cornmunication  technologies such  as the Internet is re-

sulting  in an  ever-expanding  range  oflearning  for students,  teachers, and  staff in all kinds of  school

systems.  Leaming  is no  longer something  that takes place within  the confines  of  textbooks,  and

has come  to draw on  a wide  range  of  different sources  of  knowledge. At most  schools,  current so-

cial problems and  future possibilities fbrm  an  essential  part of  the curTiculum,  Consequently, it is

becoming increasingly important for schools  to build partnerships with  community  organizations,

businesses, experts  groups, and  other  relevant  actors  outside  the school,  and  to allow  them  to con-

tribute to the curriculum  and  lessons. In these partnerships, the teachers and  students  get involved

with  themes  and  problems they are interested in by investigating and  intcrvening in them  outside

of  the classroom.  Conversely, the outside  partners might  come  to the school  and  engage  in discus-

sions with  the students  and  teachers, In this way,  the partnerships between  the school  and  the out-

side  community  build reciprocal  relationships  where  knowledge  and  practices that are  learnt

together are  created  and  shared,

      For the cyclical  production of  knowledge and  practices in a networked  organization,  which

is a  goal pursued by NS, the acquisition  of  knowledge by children  can  be implemented  according

to a  strategy  whereby  their academic  life is enriched  by their social  life built and  acquired  through

their participation in productive collaboration  with  relevant  actors  outside  classrooms.  Daniels

(2001: 118-1 19) cites  the opinion  ofMoll  and  Greenberg (1990) with  regard  to this strategy,  which

is that schools  should  draw  on  the social  and  cognitive  contributions  that parents and  other  com-

munity  rnembers  can  make  to children's  development.

5 Concluding  Remarks

      When  NS  develops new  fbmis of  learning activity  and  puts them  into practice, this consti-

tutes the creation  of  learning activities  by the cyclical  production of  knowledge  and  practices in a

networked  organization.  It goes without  saying  that such  an  activity  system  could  be called  a  sus-

tainable context  that facilitates and  supports  collaborative  learning between participants, NS  
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aims  to shape  and  sustain  a context  that can  create  potentialities for children  to become actively

engaged  in their own  development. This is because leaming plays a  leading role  in the fbrmation
of  one's  own  life and  future.

      The NS  project is an  empirical  intervention research  to create  emerging  multiple  and  dis-
tributed learning among  diverse participants including teachers as  key agents  and  even  children

and  their parents fbr school  innovation, To exploit  intervention as a collective  endeavor  is to shape
creative  and  critical  design agency  among  all the parties involved fbr school  change.  The multiple

and  different actors  involved in and  affected  by NS  are  engaged  in shaping  and  sustaining  expan-

sive  learning to redesign  and  implement new  fbrms of  leaming activity  whereby  real life activities
are  synergistically  networked  through collaboration  among  parties, By  crossing  the boundaries of
each  activity system  involved in NS,  such  expansive  learning led to a  collaborative  selflorganiza-

tion in which  participants leam school  innovation together and  become collaborative  change  agents

of  their own  lives and  futures in the school.

      As  a  long-term trend, teaching and  learning in traditional schools  are  divided into two seg-

regative  structures,  in activity-theoretical  temis, two  discrete, compartmentalized  activity  systems

-
 the teacher's activity  of  transmining predefined, specialized knowledge and  skills and  the stu-

dent's activity  of  enduring  
"a

 series  of  more  or  less disconnected though systematically  repeated

learning actions"  (EngestrOm, 1987: 104) as  daily assignments.  To break through such  segregation,

teachers and  their students  must  collaboratiyely  construct  an  expanded,  shared  object  of  a  joint
learning activity.  Learning activity  in the activity-theoretical  perspective on  tool-mediated and  ob-

ject-oriented collective activity  produces students  who  are  subjects  not  of  separate  learning actions
but of  a  whole  system  of  learning activity.

      The analysis  ofthe  NS  project leads to the preliminary finding that the collaborative  change

efft)rt was  characterized  by  three sets of  intensive contradictions  between the activity  systems  in-
volved:  1) contradictions  between the institutional logics of  school  activities  and  the NS  activities;

2) contradictions  between the activities  of  teachers, student  teachers, and  the children;  3) contra-
dictions between the activities  of  the elementary  school  and  productive practice of  everyday  life
outside  the school.

      The  NS  project contributes  to empirical  intervention research  aimed  at creating  distributed
learning among  diverse participants. This preject also tests the activity-theoretical  concept  of  ex-

pansive leaming as a  panicularly promising conceptual  tool for analyzing  new  practices of  col-

laboration between school  and  the outside  community.  With  the help ofthis  concept,  it is possible
to identify crucial  tensions and  contradictions  that obstruct  but also  energize  collaborative  effbrts

to transform school  learning,

      As  an  after-school  activity,  how can  NS  be engaged  in school  innovation itself? This will
be the future direction ofthis  study.  Ofcourse, future stories  that network  between NS, the school,
and  the teachers  must  be told as  well.  They  surely would  depart from the point at which  partici-
pants in such  boundary zone  activities  could  learn to network  by themselves.  In any  event,  it is
reasonable  to recognize  NS  as a collaborative  challenge  in which  boundary  zone  activities  expan-

sively  transfbrm  the activity  of  school  learning and  panicipants are  invited and  motivated  to em-

brace the cha]]enges  of  their own  activities.

Notes1

 7Zie Centerfor Hltman Activity 71ieo,y (CHM)  was  established  at Kansai University in Osaka, Japan in April 2005

  to focus on  educational  research  and  development based on  cultural-historical  activity  theory and  its interventionist

  approach  to human education,  learning, and  development. From  2005-2009, CHM  will  bc involved in ajoint  
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  project entitled  
"International

 Joint Research in Innovative Learning and  Education System Development: The Cre-

   ation of  Human  Activity Theory", which  was  awarded  by the Ministry of  Education, Culture, Sports, Science and

   Technelog>r as  an  
"Academic

 Frontier" Project.

   See Centerfor Httman Activity 7Vzeory website:  http:ttwww.chat.kansai-u.acjp
2 This section  is an  expanded  and  revised version  of  an  earlier  fbrm that appeared  in Yamazumi  (2006b).
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